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DO NOT
FIGHT NATURE
The recent heavy rainfall in some states in Malaysia over one
weekend caused flash flood in many areas that damaged houses
and properties due to lack of sustainable planning and
development. It exemplifies the stark reality of extreme weather
patterns caused by climate change. Although such heavy
downpour was anticipated to be a once-in-a-hundred years
event, we now see it happening more frequently nowadays.
Climate change is real and it is now upon us.
A month earlier in November 2021, YB Hannah Yeoh (Segambut
Member of Parliament) made a statement in parliament implying
that planning permission application by Architects had caused
traffic impacts and flash floods. Ironically, the floods occurred
within areas where the master plans were submitted by town
planners and had been approved by local planning authorities.
This finger-pointing of blame to architects should not have
happened, especially when one is without the full facts of the
matter. Perhaps architects are most recognisable as the leader in
construction, however, the finger-pointing has to stop. Instead,
Government and authorities need to improve disaster mitigation
planning and to put more effort in sustainable development
planning.
Development planning or local plan preparation need to be done
comprehensively with technical inputs from Architects, Engineers
and Land Surveyors; it is not, (and should not be) the work of a
single profession. Without technical inputs from Engineers and
Land Surveyors, there is no way these flash flood issues can be
resolved. To mitigate the risk of flooding, future local plans
should not rely solely on town planners, since there are various
other critical inputs that must be obtained from relevant
professionals to develop a more comprehensive and sustainable
local plans.
Climate change mitigation is a global effort thus we must step up
our sustainable development efforts beyond the construction
industry. The recent floods incidents in Temerloh, Shah Alam,
Klang and Hulu Langat are real lessons for the government and
state authorities to put more efforts to maintain our forests, build
sustainable developments and nurture the public to adopt
environmental ethics. With flooding and landslide expected to
happen more frequently in the future, the authorities need to put
extra efforts in terms of disaster planning and advocating
sustainable development.
Many other factors are at work here and these are largely due to
human intervention such as deforestation, slope development
and river realignment. The US Environmental Protection Agency
listed five major sectors that contribute to greenhouse gas
emissions; these are transportation (29%), electricity (28%),
industry (22%) commercial and residential (12%) and
agriculture (9%). Until all these major sectors are addressed by
our government and local authorities, I do not foresee a
workable resolution to fully achieve our commitment to SDG
2030. It is unthinkable that Architects are blamed as the sole
cause of our predicament.
Development planning and local plans must allow spaces for
water runoff to reduce flood risk across the country.
Developments with excellent surface water management and
planning should be rewarded accordingly. This is where the roles
of professionals such as Architects, Engineers and Land
Surveyors are vital in flood mitigation planning. Two-dimensional
planning should be scrapped a long time ago. Today,with digital
simulation
technologies,
planning
should
now
be
four-dimensional with climate impacts as the fourth-dimension
element.
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Digital simulation can help in deciding the profile and elevation
of development sites which allow us to create zones where
excess water can be retained. Buildings and amenities at flood
prone areas can be designed to be raised off the ground level
to allow free flow of excess water during extreme downpour.
This is how houses on the east coast of Peninsular Malaysia
used to be built for the past hundred years. Houses are built on
stilts, able to take rising water levels and flood during the
monsoon season. Although this approach may not be a
desirable solution today, but it is a viable proposition for
tomorrow’s development at low-lying and flood prone areas.
The debate on the decision to allow development at floodplains
like Taman Sri Muda is too simplistic. More frequently, it
became a blaming game. We have to study the effects of living
on floodplains and learn how to manage the consequences of
such decisions. Simply allowing planning approval for
development based on two-dimensional layout plan alone is an
irresponsible move especially when lives are at stake.
Engineers’ technical inputs such as on surface runoff and an
appropriate urban drainage system for the area should be a
main consideration when giving planning approvals in flood
prone areas, similar to slope development. This technical
information should be translated into the technical
requirements for planning of the development and to be
synchronised with the adjacent development planning.
After all the technical consideration has been included, only
then should planning approval be given to these flood prone
areas. It is then the responsibility of Architects to design
buildings that can prevent water from getting into it. In our
planning and design, we need to consider the rising of water
level and flooding as important factors in our decisions. Failure
of drainage system can be devastating; therefore, we must
stop relying solely on drainage system. This is where the
Architects can consider designing buildings with raised floors
built on columns that allow water to pass underneath.
While we are advocating good sustainable development
practice, our planning policies are still based on the
conventional thinking of cities designed for cars, but not for
humans and nature. More car parks are required to be provided
and likewise, more roads and highways are required to be built
for any new development. This policy has put a major road
block on public mobility infrastructure development, not to
mention causing a continuous dependency on private cars. By
reducing car parking and road capacity requirements, houses
can be built cheaper and better allocation could be given for
public transport infrastructure. This encourages car-pooling
and public transport utilisations, thus, reducing carbon
emission.
Hundreds of years ago, our forefathers lived with nature by
understanding nature and respecting nature. The recent floods
and landslide events are harsh reminders for us to respect and
live with nature. Like it or not, our policies and plans for future
living will need to address nature. Do not gamble with nature.
Climate change is real and it is here. We must live with nature,
not to fight nature.
Datuk Ar. Ezumi Harzani Ismail
President,
Pertubuhan Akitek Malaysia
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MASA X ARCHIDEX
REGIONAL CONTEXT IN ARCHITECTURE
WEBINAR SESSIONS
The Context Webinar sessions took place from 25 November
2021 to 9 December 2021, at 3.00 p.m. to 5.00 p.m., organised
by Malaysia Architecture Student Alliance (MASA) under the
support of Pertubuhan Akitek Malaysia. The sessions provide
platforms for the young generations to discuss and share their
ideas and thoughts on current issues. Each session was
attended by panels and speakers from different fields of
profession together with 20 other youth participants. All
sessions were streamed live through ARCHIDEX platform and
received great supports from the public.

Regional Context in Architecture (9 December 2021)

Regional context in architecture discussed the definition of
‘region’ while explaining the importance of local heritage. The
speaker encourages students to transform the past principles
into architectural inputs suitable for the present social and
economic climate to preserve the cultural essence in our nation.

Context (25 November 2021)

Context was a collaboration between MASA and PAM Gender
Equity Special Committee, and fully supported by the PAM
Education Committee.
The key objectives of the context webinar are to allow students
and youth to understand more about the ripple effect of a
context in architecture could bring.
MASA proudly invited the speaker of the session, Ar. Rita Soh,
the president of ARCASIA and Ar, Adrianta Aziz, the Education
Committee chairperson of Malaysia Institute of Architects (PAM)
to share their perspective and personal journey in the
architecture world.
The webinar has opened the minds of participating youths that
architecture is not just a one time job that only gives effects to
the users, but it actually affects the environment directly and
passively, in a long term. Therefore, as future architects,
student should always consider every aspects of design, and
not just merely design base on aesthetics.

The speakers explained how local cultural traditions can come
in handy to the architects when working with rigorous
modernity in hopes of producing timeless architecture.
The students agree that the heritage architectural buildings
that they have studied and explored are maleficent. It is to the
extend they perceived as it is impossible for the current drawing
technique with BIM software to replicate the heritage
architecture. Students deem the ornamentations in the heritage
buildings are very complicated, difficult to model and very time
consuming to make the digital 3D model. Therefore, the original
traditional ways of architecture solutions and constructions
should be preserved and appreciated.
Thanks to Ar. Gyanendra Singh Shekhawat and Ar. Adrianta
Aziz, the students gain more knowledge and new information of
cultural and tradition architectures, thus they are opened to
explore more in adapting it to their projects.
MASA would like to congratulate all speakers, participants and
the event committees for their efforts to successfully organized
the events. For more information, the video recording of the
four sessions are available at MASA Youtube Channel and
ARCHIDEX platform.

PAM ACADEMIA DISCOURSE 2021
(PAMAD 2021) SERIES 3

The PAM Academia Discourse 2021 (PAMad 2021) was organised
by Pertubuhan Akitek Malaysia Education Committee to provide
a platform for academicians, curators, community activists, and
practitioners including other professionals to share their
researches and designs. It is an open discourse for the exchange
of ideas and thoughts for betterment of learning environment.

away? Would you invert the studio projects to start with a big
project ﬁrst, then gradually reduce to design a small house
before graduating? What if your programme does not require
drawings at all?

This platform is intended to gather information, feedback, and
resources from stakeholders to be added to Malaysia
Architectural Education Archive, to create more varieties and
spark more discussions in the built environment.
Session #2 was delivered by Mr. Azari Mat Yasir, representing
Universiti Teknologi Malaysia on 15 December 2021 via online
Zoom Meeting and streamed live through MASA Facebook Live,
watched by 110 participants among students, academicians and
the general public. The topic is "What If You Can Design Your
Own Architecture Programme?"
Many architectural programmes in Malaysia inherit elements that
could be traced back to a few common ancestors. These
elements are used and practiced in various ways and
permutations, subject to the interpretation and implementation
of individual schools.
These elements have become so embedded in local schools that
many newly minted programmes deliberately have those
elements too, despite having no need to relate to those elements
at all. For example, ﬁrst years will always end with a retreat
house, or fourth years will always have a high-rise project in it.
Yet for some reason, any change to move away from it will meet
resistance from the establishment.
The fact is, many things are not stipulated or dictated in the LAM
Manual of Accreditation. And this is deliberately done so, to give
ﬂexibility and creativity for schools to determine their own
heading and path.
So, knowing this, the question arises: What would you do? What
if you get to design an architectural programme of your own
from scratch? Which old elements would you be willing to throw
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Session #1 I Azari Mat Yasir (Universiti Teknologi Malaysia)
Convener: Ar. Ts. Rien Tan
Organized by: PAM Education Committee
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ANNOUNCEMENT OF RECIPIENTS
PAM YAYASAN FERUNI SCHOLARSHIP AWARD 2021
The PAM Yayasan Feruni
Scholarship Award 2021 is a
lump sum financial award to the
deserving Degree (Part 1)
architecture students studying
in a PAM/LAM accredited
architecture program. For 2021,
Yayasan
Feruni
generously
donated RM30,000 to PAM as a
scholarship for the students to
motivate them to achieve better
results. The scholarship was
announced to all LAM accredited
architecture programs on 7
October 2021.
The scholarship is offering RM5,000.00 per year to Part 1
students from LAM recognized architectural programmes as
follows:
Universiti Teknologi Malaysia, Johor Bharu
Universiti Teknologi MARA, Puncak Alam
Universiti Teknologi MARA, Seri Iskandar
Universiti Sains Malaysia
Universiti Malaya
Universiti Islam Antarabangsa Malaysia
Universiti Putra Malaysia
Universiti Malaysia Kelantan
Universiti Tunku Abdul Rahman
Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia
Universiti Malaysia Sarawak
Universiti Tun Hussein Onn Malaysia
Universiti Sains Islam Malaysia
CITY University
Tunku Abdul Rahman University College
Universiti Teknologi Sarawak
Limkokwing University of Creative Technology
UCSI University
Taylors University
Infrastructure University Kuala Lumpur
Politeknik Port Dickson
or any other LAM Accredited Malaysian University

1.
2.
3.
4.

Mira Yen Chelliah (Taylors University – RM10,000.00 for 2
years)
Dian Nurjanah Abdul Kadir (Universiti Putra Malaysia –
RM10,000.00 for 2 years)
Muhammad Shafiq Mohd Shahrin (Universiti Teknologi
MARA, Puncak Alam – RM5,000.00 for 1 year)
Ariani Mohammad Dini (Universiti Putra Malaysia –
RM5,000.00 for 1 year)
The Committee on behalf
of PAM wishes to thank
students, universities, the
panel of judges and
Yayasan Feruni for their
effort
and
generous
support toward the success
of the scholarship.

Mira Yen Chelliah from Taylors University during interview session

PAM received 46 submissions from the closing Date of
Submission on 5 November 2021. 10 shortlisted candidates
have been selected for Interview Session and were held on 7
December 2021 through Zoom Meeting platform.
The
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

panel of judges is:
Datuk Ar Ezumi Harzani Ismail (President, PAM)
Mr. Roger Ong (Director, Yayasan Feruni)
Ar. Ng Chee Hin (Co. Chairman, PAM Education
Committee)
Assoc. Prof. Ar. Dr. Datin Seri Norwina Mohd Nawawi
(Member, PAM Education Committee)
Ms. Chong Yan Chee (Manager, CSR & Community
Outreach, Yayasan Feruni)

The following students were selected as the most deserving
based on their academic achievements and financial
backgrounds by the panel of judges to receive the scholarship
award are as follows:

Dian Nurjanah Abdul Kadir from Universiti Putra Malaysia
introduced herself to the panel of judges

Convener: Mr. Bakhtiar Amir
Organized by: PAM Education Committee

ANNOUNCEMENT OF RECIPIENTS
PAM EDUCATION RESEARCH GRANT 2021
The PAM Education Research Grant 2021 (PERG2021) was
launched on 6 September 2021 open to all architecture schools
or programs in Malaysia and closed on 5 November 2021. The
total submissions received until the closing date of submission
are 14 submissions.
The Panel of Judges are:
i.
Assoc. Prof. Ar. Dr. Sharifah Fairuz binti Syed Fadzil Mr.
Roger Ong (USM)
ii. Ts. Dr. Mohd Zairul bin Mohd Noor (UPM)
The committee would like to congratulate the recipients of
PERG2021
Team Member
i.
Assoc. Prof. Dr. Veronica Ng Foong Peng (Taylors
University)
ii. Ati Rosemary Mohd Ariffin (Universiti Malaya)
iii. Rahmawaty (Universiti Tunku Abdul Rahman)
iv. Assoc. Prof. Ar. Dr. Ismar MS Usman (Universiti Kebangsaan
Malaysia)
Research Title
Investigation On Hybridised Formats Of Studio Delivery For
Post-Covid 19

The grant is an initiative to support research-focused
architectural solutions and create research networks connecting
practitioners and academia. Supporting research culture in
architecture education would also serve as a catalyst to
increase research skills and literacy. The outcome of the
research will be disseminated through various platforms within
PAM and its related networks.

The Committee on behalf of PAM wishes to thank researchers,
universities, the panel of assessors for their effort and generous
support toward the success of the grant.

One or two grants [up to a maximum of RM10,000.00 (Ten
Thousand) awarded in total] will be awarded to any research
related to an Architecture Program. The research also can be
part of their coursework required under Design Studio.
Priorities [not limited] for 2021 will be given to the following
cluster niche;
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

Housing
Urban studies
Innovative & transformable architecture
Cultural, heritage & civilization
Pandemic impact on architectural education

Duration: 12 months (1 year)
Budget: Maximum RM 10,000.00 per program for one (1) year
Final Submission:
i.
ii.
iii.

Research Summary on Method and Findings (max 20
pages).
Two (2) Publication on Malaysia Architectural Journal
(MAJ).
Research Finding presentation on the PAM Academic
Discourse (date will announce later)

The grant may be utilized for purposes contributing to the
research of the applicant[s]. Successful applicants will be
expected to submit a brief report on how the grant is to be
utilized.
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Convener: Ts. Sharyzee Mohmad Shukri (IUKL)
Co. Convener: Ar. Azli Abdullah (UMK)
Organized by: PAM Education Committee
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PUBLIC / MEMBER QUERIES - DECEMBER 2021
No.
1.

INQUIRY

RESPONSE FROM TEAM

Submission Date: 1 Dec 2021
CATEGORY J: OTHERS/MISCELLANOUS

Your email received on 1st December 2021 is referred.

Please can you help me with my inquiry regarding the
misalignment of the sliding door in the condo unit I've
purchased from a developer in Melaka. I have been
referred to PAM by HBA as per my conversation with
them.

Before we reply, we shall, for the purposes of simplicity, assume that your condo unit
was purchased based on the Sale & Purchase Agreement (SPA) as per Schedule H of
the Housing Development (Control & Licensing) Regulations and that the Defects
Liability Period (DLP) for your unit has yet to expire.
From the brief query and the attached photos, we can only assume, from your
description of the sliding door frame being "tilted", is that you have concerns regarding
the verticality of the sliding door frame in relation to the door reveal/corner of the wall.
As your inquiry is regarding confirmation as to whether a tilted door is a construction
defect, we shall further assume that you are referring to the frame rather than the
door.
In general, any form of vertical or horizontal misalignment of the frame can be
regarded a defect if the degree of the misalignment is very pronounced or if it prevents
the proper functioning of the door with the understanding that all construction work is
carried out based on acceptable tolerances. Unfortunately, based on the photographs
which we have received, we are unable to offer an opinion as to whether your frame
is indeed "tilted" or misaligned.
If you are able to show that the frame or door reveal is indeed "tilted" or if the
operation of the door is compromised, we would suggest that you report the defect to
the Developer and exercise your rights under the SPA. Any follow up action would be
dependent on their response and you may refer to Section 30 of your SPA for further
guidance.
If you are unable to resolve your problem using the provisions of the SPA, kindly note
that you may also pursue any complaints you may have with the Tribunal for
Homebuyer's Claims as established by the Ministry of Housing, Local Government and
Urban Well-being,
We hope the above advice helps.

2.

Submission Date: 24 Nov 2021
CATEGOR G: CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION

We refer to your query as received on the 24th November 2021 and we write to note
the following.

1. Architects Practice
During DLP period, cold-water pipe above ceiling burst
and had caused the ceiling board collapsed. Such
collision of the ceiling had directly caused bad damages
of the bed and mattress below the ceiling. The
Contractor has made good the affected pipes and
ceiling to comply with his obligation under the Contract.

1. Architect's Practice.
1. Based on PAM Contract 2006, the Contractor is obliged to only rectify the defects
which are detected/ occur, during the Defects Liability Period, to the Building for
which he was contracted to construct.

Question:
1) Is the Contractor also liable to compensate the
Developer for the damages on bed and mattress
which caused by the defective pipe burst under the
PAM Contract 2006?
2) As the House Owner wanted to claim the Developer for compensation for the damaged bed and
mattress instead of claiming from his own house
fire insurance, is the developer liable to pay such
compensation under Standard Sales and Purchase
Agreement?
2. Contract Administration
Developer had issue VP for a landed housing project.
One of the house owner lodged defect complaint 1.5
years after VP on most Sanitary fittings which occurred
bubbling/blistering effect on the chrome surface.
Only 5 house owners out of 450 houses lodged the
similar complaint on the defective sanitary fittings.
Contractor then submitted the test report run by the
product Manufacturer which stated nothing wrong with
the product and claimed the bubbling effect was due to
wrongly use of strong acid for cleaning. The correct
cleaning manual was also stated in the Home User
Manual issued to owner during VP.

2.

With respect to the Sale & Purchase Agreements under the Housing Development
(Control & Licensing) Regulations 1989, we are unaware of any contractual
obligations on the part of the Developer to compensate the Purchaser for any
damage to the contents of the property after the giving of vacant possession.
Nevertheless, please be advised that Purchasers may still attempt to pursue their
rights under the above regulations or common law and we would suggest that the
Developer seek legal advice on the above.

2. Contract Administration.
1. In accordance with PAM Contract 2006, It is the contractor's responsibility to
rectify all defects which occur or are detected during Defects Liability Period.
Irrespective of the innocence claimed by the various parties, it is the Architect's
responsibility to assess the defect and determine if it is a bona fide defect as per
Article 7(x) of the Contract.
All Architects should have the technical competence to carry out the above
assessment but if there are disputes regarding this assessment, you may also
advise the Employer to engage an independent and qualified consultant to carry
out the assessment. We are of the opinion that such an independent assessment
would be beneficial in determining subsequent action against the Developer,
specifier or any other relevant party who is responsible for the defects
Should you have difficulty in finding an independent consultant, you may contact
"Architect Centre Sdn. Bhd." They may also be contacted through Puan Raja
Selamah at (Email: rajaselamah@architectcentre.com.my
or Mobile:
+60173033768

No.

INQUIRY

RESPONSE FROM TEAM

The Contractor claimed that he did not use any
strong acid or impropriate cleaning detergents for
cleaning the sanitary fittings prior CPC. All units
were remained unattended until issuance of VP by
developer to the owner.

If it is determined that it is a bona fide defect, the Architect may issue instructions to
rectify or repair the said defect. If there is a dispute between the Contractor and
Employer on the defect, the Architect may still issue instructions to the Contractor to
carry out the necessary rectification work and if the Contractor declines to carry out the
instruction, the Employer may employ others to carry out the rectification in
accordance with clause 15.4 of the Contract.

House Owner also claimed that he did not use any
strong acid or impropriate cleaning detergents for
cleaning the sanitary fittings.
Hence, the cause of the bubbling effects on the
sanitary fittings still remained uncleared and the
developer is requesting the SO to resolve the issue.
Questions:
1) Since all parties claimed innocent on the cause
of the sanitary fitting problem, is the Contractor
still liable for to change and replace all affected
defective sanitary fittings as the DLP has not
ended?
2) What dispute resolution can be carried out for
the above dispute involve among few parties
(house owner, developer, Contractor and
Manufacturer)?

If there is indeed a dispute between the Contractor and Employer on the defect, they
can seek to resolve their dispute by arbitration (as allowed for in the Contract) or by
negotiations.
2.

As there are two (2) distinct contracts with different contractual obligations and
parties, we would advise that any disputes be confined to the respective contracts with
their corresponding, contractual parties.
For the Building Contract, a possible avenue for dispute resolution has already been
given above.
For the Sale and Purchase Agreement, there are already provisions for the handling of
defects and we would advise Purchasers and the Developer to refer to the Agreement
for guidance.
Please also be advised that Purchasers may also file complaints with the Tribunal for
Homebuyer's Claims (Housing Tribunal) as established by the Ministry of Urban
Well-being, Housing and Local Government or, if the property is stratified, they may
also file a complaint with the Commissioner of Building in charge of the area in
question.
We trust the above has been helpful.

PROGRAM PEMUTIHAN TAHFIZ SELANGOR

On 11th October 2021, in response to the Malaysian Institute of
Planners (MIP), PAM called for PAM’s participation in the
‘Program Pemutihan Sekolah Agama Islam (Institusi Tahfiz
Persendirian) Negeri Selangor’, PAM had briefed interested
registered architects of the programme. PAM Members were
informed that the call addresses more than 500 Tahfiz schools in
the whole state of Selangor, requiring a Certificate of
Completion and Compliance (CCC) to achieve optimum health
and safety requirements. The task is one of the best-based
platforms to help the community/operators, and at the same
time, it creates job opportunities when the country badly needs
to boost its economy.
Subsequent to this, PAM has participated in many
PLANMalaysia's Roadshow in briefing or Taklimat Program
Pemutihan all over Selangor, including briefings organised by
MPKj, MBSA & MPKS. PAM's role in this programme is to directly
inform both the Tahfiz operators and the public of PAM's
position and the role of Architects in the process of this
'pemutihan' or amnesty program.
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PAM MEDICAL SERIES

October 2021

INTRODUCTION
Developing health and safety awareness is an important aspect
of managing an organisation, especially in sustaining creative
architectural practices. Management's active steps are essential
to involve all employees in need to create a safe and healthy
work environment.

On the 9th October 2021, PAM CSR Committee had launched
the 1st episode of the PAM Medical and Health Series: 'A Cup of
Coffee with Your Doctor' together with PAM Southern Chapter
in conjunction with the World Architecture Day. The 1st speaker
was Dr Hazli Zakaria, the president of Malaysian Psychiatry
Society (Presiden Persekutuan Psikiatri Malaysia), speaking on
'The Cost of Depression: When Your Coffee No Longer Tastes
the Same'. The talk relates symptoms of depression among
professionals, how to self-diagnosis and seek treatments.

Health and safety awareness has an added benefit for both
employers and employees. It tends to carry over into a concern
for off-the-job safety and thus improve health and well-being.
Carrying health and safety practices from the job to activities
away is an aspect of conscious awareness that should be
recognised and nurtured in the organisation.
Although organisations tend to focus more on industrial and
standard occupational safety and health standard operating
procedure (SOP)s during work time, many have overlooked
physical well-being related to mental stress, nutrition, working
relationship, family well-being, and physical health. The
pressure becomes apparent during the recent economic
downturns, pandemic lockdowns, uncertain futures, and the
like. Hence, this became the main reason for the PAM CSR
Committee to organise a series of medical talks focusing more
on PAM members' well-being and those under their care with
practical knowledge from the health professionals.
OBJECTIVES OF PAM MEDICAL & HEALTH SERIES
The objective of the PAM Medical and Health series is to impart
recognition on the impact of architects' works culture on the
health of architects; and its impact on the health of the design
of the built environment.
PAM CSR Committee organised the event in collaboration with
PAM Southern Chapter.
As part of PAM CSR Committee's mission to steer health and
safety activities, the committee had proposed a Medical and
Health Series webinar program entitled 'A Cup of Coffee with
Your Doctor.'

December 2021
On 18th December 2021, PAM CSR Committee, together with
PAM Southern Chapter, continue with the 2nd episode of PAM
Medical and Health Series: 'A Cup of Coffee with Your Doctor'
with a talk by a heart surgeon, Dato’ Dr Mohd Hamzah bin
Kamarulzaman entitled 'Love Your Heart'. The talk focuses on
the causes of heart disease, its current treatment strategies,
and the familiar and proven prevention methods. In addition,
the speaker briefly discusses how architects can design
buildings through Salutogenic Design principles ( refer
Golembiewski, J.A.” Chapter 26Salutogenic Architecture in
Healthcare
Settings’,
Sept
2016,
at
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK435851/)
More Speakers 2022
More episodes of the PAM Medical and Health Series: 'A Cup of
Coffee with Your Doctor' will be coming up in 2022. Do stay
tuned. Good health and a sound mind create good relationships
for good architecture.

PAM VOLUNTEERED TO HELP FLOOD VICTIMS
The next step was to physically gather resources to assist the
non-governmental organisations (NGOs). PAM CSR Committee
first call was to MERCY Malaysia -PAM's emergency collaborator.
Thus, on 24 December 2021, about 34 PAM volunteers were
gathered to go to the Hulu Langat site. At site, the team was
divided by MERCY Malaysia into two main tasks to assist with
the disaster managemen as follows:
1. Mapping and Surveying Team to map Disaster Damage and
Needs Assessment led by Graduate Architect Taufiq Nazarudin; and
2. Operation Clean-up Team (Team A) in assisting the locals in
cleaning up their premises.
On 19th December 2021, news of flash floods throughout
Selangor went wild and viral. People and vehicles were stranded
deep in the waters, caught in the flash flood, where homes
were destroyed, and roads collapsed. Immediately on the 20th
December 2021, PAM CSR Committee called for an emergency
meeting and formed a dynamic team together with PAMNEXT,
PAM's Graduate Committee, to embark on the disaster
management operation. The first step made by the protem
Disaster Operations Team was to create a donation drive to be
donated to non-profit not governmental agencies such as
MERCY Malaysia, Malaysian Relief Agency (MRA) Yayasan
IKRAM Malaysia (IKRAM) and to PAM members who are
affected by the flood.
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For Task 1, the team was briefed on its purpose and
methodology by MERCY Malaysia at the base camp at Hulu
Langat. For Task 2, apart from cleaning, members also assist
MERCY in sorting and categorising donated clothes.
Due to its extensive scale, the Mapping and Surveying Team
task continues with more volunteers, including members from
local universities such as UCSI, IIUM and others, joining in to
assist the Hulu Langat site on 26 December 2021, 28 December
2021, 29 December 2021 until 30 December 2021.
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On 26 December 2021, in collaboration with Malaysia Relief
Agency (MRA) as the host relief agency, the protem Disaster
Operations Team gathered 24 volunteers through social media
as Team B led by Graduate Architect Wan Siti Hajar. The site
was Bukit Lanchong in Puchong. The condition was even
grimmer than those observed at Hulu Langat site, with roads
and house floors still filled with mud.

Gaining popularity of PAM's effort, Yayasan IKRAM Malaysia, on
28 December 2021, hosted PAM's Team C of 13 PAM Volunteers
led by PAM Secretariat En Ridzwan Abdullah to Karak, Pahang.
Like Team A and Team B, the team's operation is focused on
washing and cleaning up several homes to ease the community
of their hardship on the aftermath of the flood.

Architects create, rehabilitate and regenerate built
environments concurrently in its many phases. With the advent
of many disasters and more similar tasks coming up annually,
PAM CSR's committee vision and hope that the awaited PAM
Emergency Architect (PAM EA) training, planned in 2019, with a
registered list of PAM EA Volunteers, be a reality soon.

LIST OF APPROVED MEMBERSHIP APPLICATIONS
FOR NOVEMBER 2021
New Ordinary Corporate Member
1.

Ar. Muhamad Firadaus Khazis Bin Ismail

New Graduate Member
1.
2.
3.
4.

Yap Hui Wen
Muhammad Izzat bin Abdul Aziz
Muhammad Shawal Sufiyan bin Mat Amin
Wan Izz Naufal bin wan Ismail

5.
6.
7.
8.

Lee Ping Fuan
Aisyah Nur Binti Wan Jefri
Desmond Ling Cheng Chun
Edmund Chui Weng Hoo

24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.

Leng Ket Yang
Muhammad Syakiran Na’im bin Mohd Sabrizaa
Shareeha binti Shahreeq Gunenthiran
Tee Xiao Xuan
Fatihah Nadhira Hanis binti Harizal
Matthew Chen Haaw Minn
Nicholas Leang Ming-Soon
Chow Qing Ying
Joslyn Chuah Emay
Tee Yi Ern
Cheong Jing Yang
Nur Ainna binti Mohamad Sabri
Chiw Hong Yeong
Garrick Gan Yi Long
Kishen Naidu A/L Subramaniam
Lee Yue Yang
Nurisha Amira Eriyanie binti Anuar
Nur Aqilah Alia binti Mohamad Tajulddin Shah
Puteri Arina binti Husnul Kahar
Sammi Chew Jia Ling
Siti Batrisyia Asyiqeen binti Sheikh Mohd Amir
Anis Wardina binti Abdul Wakil
Muhammad Hafizuddin bin Shamsul Hisham

New Student Member
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
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Goh Wan Ting
Chloe Tan Jin Feng
Kang Wei Kee
Muhammad Syahmizzat bin Murad
Umyra binti Asmadi Aswad
Zachary Ding Tok
Koh Yen Ru
Nur ‘Zulaikha binti Mohd ‘Azuz
Dian Nurjanah binti Abdul Kadir
Fathmath Siuza
Lim Yi Shan
Mohamed Elrufaee Ibrahim Mohamed
Tan Yenxin
Yap Zhen Yuan
Kee Jia Ke
Emir Qayyum bin Ramli
Adzrri bin Noor Azman
Anis Zulaikha binti Ismail
Nurul Aina binti Yusni
Nur Ain Faridah binti Rosli
Siah Chu Yang
Nur Asyraf bin Abu Bakar
Mohamad Amirul bin Mohamad Rodze
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Launch of

ARcover

Professional Indemnity for Architects
9.30am

Registration

9.45am

Welcome address & introducing ARcover

8 JANUARY 2022
SATURDAY
9.30 AM - 12.30 PM

Datuk Ar. Ezumi Harzani bin Ismail
PAM President 2021/22

10.00am

@PAM Centre, KL / ZOOM

Professional Indemnity (PI) for
Architects in Malaysia

For physical attendance, register here:

https://www.eipam.info

What is PI and why is it important?
ARcover Benefits & Advantages

For zoom attendance, register here:

https://us02web.zoom.us/w
ebinar/register/WN_zoL749
spT3-1YV5XgC6IDg

Michelle Chung, Swiss Re International SE (Labuan Branch)
Charles Perera, Pacific & Orient Insurance Co. Bhd
Sharmini Ganasegaran, Lockton Consulting

10.45am

Overview of Architect’s Liability and How to Mitigate it?
Case study: Management Corporation Strata Title Plan No 3322 v
Tiong Aik Construction Pte Ltd & Anor [2016] SGCA 40
Panel lawyers:
Wong Hok Mun, Managing Partner
Elaine Koh, Partner
(Azim Tunku Farik & Wong)

11.30am

Impact of the introduction of Section 6A to the Limitation Act 1953
Panel Discussion moderated by Ar. David Cheah with:
Wong Hok Mun, Managing Partner of Azim Tunku Farik & Wong
Balbir Singh, Partner of Najiana Wan Balbir
Michelle Chung, Swiss Re Corporate Solutions

12.20pm

Closing followed by lunch
Madeline Ham

012-284 6276 or madelineham@pam.org.my
Norazam Victor

019 255 8686 or victor@pam.org.my

CPD:
2 points for physical attendance &
1 point for ZOOM attendees

Due to current SOPs, physical attendance is strictly limited
to 100 participants, on a first come booking basis.
Government recommended SOPs and social distancing
will be observed. The organizer reserves the right to make
changes to the event without prior notice.

MODERATOR
Ar David Cheah Ming Yew
Architect, Urban Planner, Adjudicator, Mediator and Chartered Arbitrator
B.Arch.St., B.Arch., M.Urb.Plan., M.Sc. (Construction Law & Arbitration), DipArb.
APAM, APPM, RIBA, RAIA, NZIA, NZPI, PIA, FSIArb, FCIArb

Ar David Cheah Ming Yew is an Architect, Town Planner and Chartered Arbitrator. He believes
that due to the nature of construction and the pressure for projects to be completed on time
and within budget, the certification process can be a ‘minefield’.

SPEAKERS

Michelle Chung

Charles Perera

Sharmini Ganasegaran

Senior Underwriter Casualty
Swiss Re International SE (Labuan Branch)

Manager, Business Development
Pacific & Orient Insurance Co. Berhad (P&O)

Senior Consultant
Lockton Consulting, Division of Lockton Re (L) Ltd.

Michelle is a Senior Underwriter and her
portfolio covers South East Asia, India and
Korea. She has over 14 years’ experience in
Financial Lines Practice and her area of
specialty is Commercial Professional
Indemnity for the Construction Industry.

Charles has over 40 years’ experience in
Financial and Professional Lines. In P&O,
he
is
responsible
for
business
development
for
specialty
lines,
professional indemnity schemes and
client servicing.

Sharmini has managed professional
indemnity (PI) schemes and claims for
over 13 years, particularly the Malaysian
Bar PI Scheme and a doctors’ PI scheme.
This experience helped with developing
ARcover and her technical knowledge of
policy wordings. Sharmini is also called to
the Malaysian Bar and practiced Law for 5
years.

Wong Hok Mun

Balbir Singh

Elaine Koh

Managing Partner
Messrs. Azim Tunku Farik & Wong

Partner
Messrs. Najiana Wan Balbir

Partner
Messrs. Azim Tunku Farik & Wong

Hok Mun has over 30 years’ legal practice
experience. He is currently the managing
partner and heads the Litigation Practice of
Messrs Azim Tunku Farik & Wong, a firm of
40 lawyers. He was also called to the
Singapore Bar in 1994.

Balbir is a senior lawyer with 30 years’
experience, he founded the firm of
Najiana Wan Balbir where he currently
practices General Civil Litigation. Balbir is
also the Co-Deputy Chairperson of the
Malaysian Bar Professional Indemnity
Insurance Committee (2021/2022).

Elaine has over 10 years’ legal practice
experience. She started her career with
the firm in 2009 and was made partner
in 2016. Elaine’s current area of practice is
Banking & General Litigation. She also
works with Hok Mun in representing
various professionals and insurance
companies.

His subspecialty is in insurance law, Hok
Mun represents various professionals as the
firm is on the panel of several insurance
companies. He is a winner of the Client
Choice Award for Litigation 2015 by the ILO.

ARcover Professional Indemnity for Architects
Copyright © 2021 ARcover. All rights reserved (Ver. Dec 2021)
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PAM GOLD MEDAL 2021
PAM Gold Medal is the highest honour bestowed by PAM upon
an architect, or a practice of architects, in recognition of design
excellence in a body of work resulting in the advancement of
architecture. It is awarded for the following criterias:
•
•

•
•

Architectural Design Excellence in a career which has
brought great distinction to architecture over a period of
time at the highest level of architectural design excellence,
Advancing Architecture through excellent design
works, creativity, innovation, design principles, contribution to architecture education and enhancement of the
built environment,
Extensive and Sustained Body of Works, which are of
critical and immense value to the profession and PAM as
the national institute for Architects and Architecture,
Peer Recognition within and/or outside Malaysia for a
distinguished lifetime commitment and contribution to
architectural design.

Panel of Jurors
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

6)
7)

Datuk Ar Ezumi Harzani bin Ismail, PAM President
2017, 2018, 2020, 2021
Professor Ar Laurence Loh, Gold Medal 2019 recipient
Ar Lee Chor Wah, PAM past-President, 2009, 2010
Dato’ Ar Raja Kamarul Baharin, former Deputy Minister
of Housing and Local Government, and principal of
Senibahri Arkitek
Datuk Ar Nur Haizi binti Abdul Hai Distinguished public
service Architect, serving as former President, Board of
Architects (LAM) and deputy Director-General, Jabatan
Kerja Raya (JKR)
Ar Mok Chee Paan, Director of Garis Architects Sdn. Bhd.
Madam Au Foong Yee, Editor in Chief at The Edge
Property Sdn Bhd

The Jury Panel Meeting was convened earlier this year on 18th
March 2021 at 10am. The meeting quorum was met with five
members present at PAM Centre, one attending online via Zoom
link due to MCO lockdown, and another unavoidably absent.
After a robust and lengthy discussion, all jurors unanimously
agreed on the winner Dato Ar Lai Lok Kun. The decision was
then endorsed by PAM Council on the 26th of March 2021.

Group Photos with Jurors and Conveners

PAM Gold Medal Conferment by Datuk Ar Ezumi Harzani Ismail

PAM Gold Medal Recipient Dato' Ar Lai Lok Kun

Keynote Address by Dato' Ar Lai Lok Kun

THE RETURN OF MASJID KAMPUNG LAUT FROM
NILAM PURI TO KAMPUNG LAUT, TUMPAT, KELANTAN
Masjid Kampung Laut in Tumpat, Kelantan, is one of the oldest
mosques in Malaysia. Historically, Masjid Kampung Laut was
built in the 1600s by the Muslim missionaries travelling from
Champa (in present-day Cambodia) to Java Island. Their vessel
was hit by a storm and was almost wrecked. The missionaries
turned to the Almighty and prayed for help and the ship safely
harboured at a seaside village of Kampung Laut. The mosque
was relocated from Kampung Laut to Nilam Puri in 1970 to save
it from the frequent flood, especially the major flood or “Bah
Besar” of 1966/ 67. The effort to relocate the mosque was led
by Persatuan Sejarah Malaysia and Tan Sri Mubin Sheppard.
The mosque in Nilam Puri was standing firm and in use for 50
years until 2021, when the state government of Kelantan
decided to relocate it to Kampung Laut, Tumpat. ECER
Development Council has been instrumental in the relocation
initiative.

PAM Heritage and Conservation Committee (HCC) had taken the
initiative to hold a Webinar, PAM HCC Talk: The Return of Masjid
Kampung Laut From Nilam Puri to Kampung Laut, Tumpat,
Kelantan, on 18 Dec 2021. Four speakers invited to speak in the
webinar are personally involved in returning the mosque to
Kampung Laut. The distinguished speakers are Ar Mohd Shahar
Baharuddin (Architect in charge of the relocation project), Tn
Amran Abdul Rahman (Conservator), Dr Hazman Hazumi
(Conservator) and Ar Azim A. Aziz (Publisher of the book on the
mosque relocation). Ar Yong Chee Keat of PAM HCC moderated
the webinar, attended online by 120 participants via the ZOOM
application. PAM also broadcasted the webinar through FB Live.

The four speakers are also consultants for the relocation project.

Ar. Mohd Shahar Baharuddin
Pakatan Akitek

Tn. Amran Abdul Rahman
Conservator

Dr. Hazman Hazumi
Conservator

Ar. Azim A. Aziz
ATSA Publications

The detail documentation of
the mosque before relocation
(Image credit: Tn. Amran)

The preview of the book.
(Image credit: Ar. Azim)
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BAMBOO DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
COMPETITION 2021
Malaysian teams win BIG at the 4th Guangdong-Hong
Kong-Macao Greater Bay Area: ASEAN International
Colleges Bamboo Design and Construction Competition
2021 finals in Guangzhou, China.

Malaysia sent 4 teams to the final after the Malaysian round
competition in October 2021. Two teams from UTAR, one team
each from USM and Politeknik Ungku Omar bagged several
impressive wins at the International level competition. These
teams emerged as the Champions and the First Runner-ups in
the Malaysian national final round of the competition.

The international level competition saw the participation of 17
universities namely Chiang Mai University and Rajamangala
University of Technology Lanna from Thailand; Universitas
Tanjungpura and Udayana University from Indonesia; Universiti
Sains Malaysia, Politeknik Ungku Omar, and UTAR from
Malaysia; City University of Hong Kong; University of Saint
Joseph from Macao; South China University of Technology,
Foshan University, Shenzhen University, and China Academy of
Art, from China.

The first team from UTAR won 2nd place in the overall
competition championship and First place in the Engineering &
Structural Design category. The team consisted of Architecture
students Wong Puy Yan, Boon Jing Jack, Oo Zhi Ling, Chan Qi
Wei and Chin Mann Yuin. Their design was titled The
Blossoming Motif. They were supervised by Ar Loh Khang Yong.
Overall, they won RMB7,000 in cash.

The second team from UTAR also won 2nd place in the overall
competition championship. In addition, they won 1st place in
the Comprehensive Expression category and 2nd place in the
Engineering & Structural Design category.

Their design titled Golden Wings was supervised by En Abd
Muluk Abd Manan. The team members were Chor Zhao Gen,
Lim Chen Hee, Amelia Low Chuan Yin, Cheong Li Bin and Ng
Chee Xin. They walk away with a total of RMB8,500.

The team from USM won Third place in the overall competition
championship and Third place in Comprehensive Expression.
The “Wau Burung” was supervised by Assoc Prof Dr Muna
Hanim Abdul Samad. The teams members are Ooi Ee Ling, Ang
Pheik Yee, Lau Shan Lok, Lee Ter Soon and Nur Amalina Binti
Fuad. They won a total of RMB3,000.

Thirteen juries of the final International level competition
includs 2 from Malaysia, PAM Education Committee Chairman
2021/2022 Ar Adrianta Aziz and Ts Tan Kok Hong of UTAR.

The team from Politeknik Ungku Omar won Honorable Prize in
the overall competition championship, 3rd place in Best
Creativity and 3rd place in Engineering and Structural Design.
The design titled Moon Kite- Culture in The Sky was supervised
by Wan Sharizatul Suraya Wan Mohd Rashidi. The team
members are Amir Zaim Azryne Bin Adzim, Muhammad Iqhwan
Bin Zul, Nabil Nur Syafi Bin Ferry Syafrizal, Dinie Mariah Binti
Chahari and Wan Anissa Hanim Binti Wan Sidek.
The final judging of the international level competition
commenced in the first week of December and winners were
announced on 12 December 2021. The finalists of the
construction competition built their projects in Nansha Bird
Park, Guangzhou, China and at the 29th Guangzhou Garden
Expo Ground - Haixinsha Square.

The Blossoming Motifs winning
bamboo structure was built at The
Nansha Bird Park, Guangzhou
China.

The Wau Burung being constructed
in Nansha Bird Park, Guangzhao.

The Blossoming Motifs bamboo structure under construction at
the 29th Guangzhou Garden Expo Ground - Haixinsha Square,
Guangzhou China.
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Themed 源于传统技艺 Bamboo Art Space inspired by
Traditional Arts & Craft, the competition aimed to find a
prototype design derived from traditional techniques and
developed or transformed into an innovative design to form a
bamboo art space. The competition was designed to exercise
the hands-on ability of students in architecture and encourage
them to build facilities in real life with original materials and
size, which will improve the practical experience of 1:1 scaling
bamboo constructions.
At the international level, the overall awards and individual
awards were selected according to three outlooks in the
scoring rules. 50% is allocated for conceptual innovation and
design integration, 30% is allocated for structural innovation
and structural details and 20% is awarded for the clarity of the
visual presentation including graphics and animation.
The 2021 Competition is jointly sponsored by the South China
University of Technology and Guangzhou Nansha Bird Park. The
annual construction competition is committed to strengthening
the exchange of innovative and creative talents among
universities in the Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macao Greater Bay
Area and the ASEAN international region, exploring new forms
of innovative and creative cooperation between Guangdong,
Hong Kong, Macao and ASEAN, and building an international
academic platform for innovation and creativity with world
influence.
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INTERVIEW WITH SELECTED WOMEN’S ARCHITECTS
INITIATED BY GENDER EQUITY COMMITTEE
AR. NORZAKIAH ARSHAD
1

Why did you choose an architect as a career? Who
and what are the key factors inspired you to do so?
During my younger days I was exposed to drawings,
paintings and sketching as my late father was a Secondary
School Art Teacher. Taking part in competitions appeared to
be my routine and mandatory.
I lived in a house with space limitations which spurred
needs to make do and make good to the small spaces. The
necessities to be contented with the space, inspired me to
be creative with the limitation I had. During my younger
days, often my late father brought me to Museums, Art
Galleries and Art Exhibition Centers to expose me to Art
Works but I was also fascinated with buildings and spaces I
was brought to. My late elder sister inspired me to take up
architecture and her ambition was to be an architect too.
She later was offered architecture course at ITK/UTM.
During my secondary school days I visited her at her Studio
and was inspired by her work and her studiomates’. Since
then, Architecture had been my aspiration and ambition.

2

Please describe your journey in architecture (and/or
your career path), as well as your achievement so
far.
Being in boarding school (Sekolah Menengah Sains Pulau
Pinang), I had the opportunity to join Art Club and we had
our own exhibitions. Thoughts on pursuing in Architecture
had been in my mind. I determined to prepare myself for
architecture Course after my SPM/MCE and I learnt that one
of the requirements is to take up Art Paper as one of the
subjects. Unfortunately, I was not allowed to do so as my
Headmaster then said that I was from Science Stream and I
should take only Science Subjects. How far this is true? I
abided to his instruction. Since then I believed I had to take
a long journey to Architecture.
After my SPM/MCE, I was offered USM Matriculation and
upon my completion of the course, I applied for Degree in
Housing, Building and Planning at the same University.
During the Degree Course I streamed myself in
Architecture. My Dean was Ar. Fawizah Kamal; first lady
architect registered with LAM. She was an ambitious and
determined ‘tough’ lady. I graduated in HBP in 1984. Upon
my graduation, I had short stint working at Razaly Associate
Architect prior to my admission to Leicester Polytechnic / De
Montfort University, UK (for RIBA Pt.II) in September 1984.
Upon my return from UK in 1987, I worked at Azza Associate
Architects (KL) and then back to work at Razaly Associate
Architects in 1989 until 1992. I took my LAM Pt.III exam in
1992. I joined SM Architect at the end of 1992 and later
accepted to be one of the partners of the Firm. In 1997, we,
the same partners formed Norzakiah ,Voon and Thang
Architects Sdn. Bhd.(1992-2006). During the same year, in
1992, Norzakiah Architect, a sole proprietor firm was also
registered and which remains until today.

During my employment at Razaly Associate Architects I
had a good experience in various fields and stages of
works which I could very much apply in my own practice.
My clients varies from Government to private
organisations as well as individuals.
3

What are your views on the impact by female
architects on the industry and society?
Female Architects no doubt form the minority in the
fraternity but the capabilities to perform professionally are
equal as male architects. Though in many organizations,
Female Architects earn lower salaries than the male
architects and in many situation, Female Architects are not
given the opportunity to hold position of leadership.
Professionally, Female Architects do make an impact
where their presence and performance are seen, accepted
and recognized.

4

What are the biggest challenges that you've
encountered in your career that could have
prevented you from achieving your success? Are
these challenges related to gender? How do you
overcome them? Please share your experience
All work and task will face with all kinds of challenges; be
it for Male or Female architects. I believe all will strive
through in different ways and means. Most important in
my career, I am thankful to the support and understanding
from my husband who is also an architect, a technologist
and a business entrepreneur who has given me the
opportunity to practice.
As many women professionals, we have challenges in
marketing skills and opportunities. Many clients, mainly
male
dominated
organizations
recognize
male
professionals to do business with.
Other challenges are being a mother, we, women
professionals are most often have to carry out
multi-tasking in our daily life. The lost of my twin baby
before sitting for my LAM Pt.III exam had motivated me to
move on with my life in Architecture as I believe that Allah
has more in store for me. All I need is to be strong,
optimistic and work harder. I have to thank my whole
family for their support and my family is my priority.
In order to be competitive, women professionals should be
seen and involve in social and business organizations as
well as in various medias.

5

What measures can the government and industry
adopt to encourage more women to join the
architecture sector?
The Government recognition and promotion on the
percentage of female workforce is to be further recognized.
Not only to fulfil the quota but to promote the female
workforce for the facts that women workforce are equally
capable with high expertise and education. Inequalities
should not be the stigma in employment, business or
profession.

6

How do you balance work and life responsibilities?
As a mother of five children and a wife, I have to perform as
a multi-tasker beside carrying out my duties and
responsibilities as a professional. Together with my
husband, I have to be prepared for any needs for my
children on education since they were born until they
complete their university educations. I have to educate my
children on my career which involve not only on duties and
responsibilities but also on liabilities involved.

7

Conservation Works

What is your motto for life, or your profession?
“Just Do It” and the other motto is “Take Criticism”. These
two took me throughout my career.
In life, nothing is perfect. Do your best and you are good in
your own field and learn from others.

8

Can you share some advice with others especially
the young and aspiring women who are considering
a career in architecture?

Housing and Urbanity (H+U) Event

You are never wrong in taking up Architecture because
there are many career path in Architecture. Architecture is
Science, Technologies and Art; a very unique field. All you
need is to be determined, knowledgeable, ambitious and
hardworking. Architecture; actually has no gender, it is for
ALL.
9

How do you think the profession can change to
encourage equities in architecture practice?
Equities should no longer be the agenda in Architecture
Practice as Men and Women Architects are equally capable
in their performance. All sectors to focus on performance
and professionalism.

Ar. Norzakiah presenting souvenir from PAM to Yg Dipertua Majlis
Perbandaran Sepang (MPS), YBhg Dato’ Haji Abdul Hamid Bin Hussain.

10 What is your views and expectation on the
establishment of pam gender equity special
committee? Please share your ideas what the
committee could do to promote gender equity.
I would like to applaud and congratulate to the formation of
PAM GENDER EQUITY SPECIAL COMMITTEE which allows a
channel for the Woman Architect to voice out their ideas
and concerns in relations to their career and practice. The
Committee could promote sharing sessions on professional
practice and problem solving. Most important is to hightlight
the achievements and contributions by woman architects in
community and social works, education and professional
practice.
The MOU with State of Selangor
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The University College of Yayasan Pahang

The University College of Yayasan Pahang

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY OF THE SEVENTH MEETING OF
PAM COUNCIL 2021 – 2022 HELD ON 26 NOVEMBER
2021 VIA ZOOM MEETING
Council approved the new membership applications for November 2021 of 1 Corporate
Member, 8 Graduate Members, 46 Student Members, 2 Reinstatement of Corporate Members and
2 Reinstatement of Graduate Members.

PAM Council 2021-2022
president
YBhg. Datuk Ar Ezumi Harzani bin Ismail
deputy president
Ar Abu Zarim bin Abu Bakar
vice president
Ar Alvin Lim Hai Seah

Awards and Competition Committee (A&C) reported that the PAM Gold Medal 2021
Conferment and Keynote Address will be held on 10 December 2021.

honorary secretary
Ar Thirilogachandran a/l Shanmugasundaram

The PAM – The Edge Green Excellence Award will be announced on 14 December 2021.

honorary treasurer
Ar Alice Leong Pek Lian

The submission for PAM-SDP Concept Home 2030 Competition closed on 12 November
2021 and the judging was held on 20 November 2021. The announcement of the shortlisted
entries was sent individually on 22 November 2021 and the formal announcement will be made
by SDP. The Workshop session for the shortlisted winners was held on 26 November 2021 and
the Launch of the Public Voting for People’s Choice Award was postponed to 4 December 2021.
Community and Social Responsibility Committee (CSR) is deliberating to organise a Blood
Donation Drive in 2022 to celebrate the ‘UIA Year of Design for Health’. During the Blood
Donation Drive Day, CSR planned to invite the Minister of Health YB Khairy Jamaluddin as the
speaker in the talk after the launching of ‘UIA Year of Design for Health’ in February 2022. The
proposed topic of the talk to be related to Malaysia’s future plan in public health.
Continuing Professional Development Committee (CPD) reported that the Conveners for
all CPD Series have been confirmed and the series is ongoing every two weeks. CPD is planning
the schedule of the talk for 2022.
Convention Committee (Conv) reported that the ARCHIDEX 2021 main events were
successfully held via online from 3 November 2021 to 6 November 2021.
KLAF2021 Live Lectures 2021 with the theme ‘ARCHITECTURE + ART’ was successfully held
on 22 October 2021.
DATUM:M 2021 was successfully held on 5 November 2021 to 6 November 2021 with 832
participants. The targeted participants were 500 people.
The ARCHIDEX 2022 is planned to be held on 29 June 2022 to 2 July 2022.
Education Committee (EDU) reported that the prize-giving ceremony of the International
Student Competition in Architectural Design and Construction of Bamboo 2021 will be
held on 18 December 2021 at PAM Centre.
The Bronze Medal for ARCASIA Thesis of The Year 2021 (TOY) and ARCASIA Student’s
Architectural Design Competition 2021 were won by students from Malaysia.
Graduate Committee (GradC) reported that the final Graduate Series will be held in
December 2021 on the topic “LAM Part 2 examination process”, which is the recent main concern.
Many of the local and overseas students might be interested to take part as it is a path way to be
a Professional Architect. GradC would like to invite LAM personnel to be on the panel of the series.
PAM Art Exhibition (PAM ARTEX) will be held in conjunction with the City Hall’s 50th
anniversary. DBKL was formed on 1st February 1973. GradC had deliberated to discuss with
KLAF2022 team for a collaboration in this exhibition. GradC anticipated for the exhibition to be
part of KLAF2022 event.
Heritage and Conservation Committee (HCC) reported that the documentation and photography
of the buildings in Ipoh were completed in two weeks by the Students from PAM - PUO
Architectural Heritage Inventory: Student Workshop 2021 and a few from other local
universities with the assistance from the mentors from local universities. The outcome of the
documentation will be uploaded in the PAM electronic resources to be made available and
accessible for everyone.
Housing and Urban Wellbeing (HUW) Committee planned to organise H+U Symposium 2022
in collaboration with EAROPH Malaysia, to be held on 15 January 2022. The Committee will
finalise the topics of the symposium, invitations to the speakers and venue of the symposium.
H+U Symposium 2022 is planned to be held in hybrid format.
Membership, Youth and Events Committee (MYE) reported on the privileges for Fellow and
Retired members that have been approved by Council.
i.
To give a discount of 50% to Fellow and Retired members for the PAM car emblem.
ii.
To give a discount of 50% to Fellow and Retired members for all PAM paid events.
iii. To give a discount of 50% to Fellow and Retired members for dine-in at Naj & Belle
Restaurant.
Promotion of Profession Committee (POP) is planning to conduct POP Workshop 4.0: Towards
Smarter Collaboration: Exporting Professional Services in February or March 2022.
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